Mayors’
Council
Minutes
September 14th, 2015
Corry Village Commons @ 8-9pm

Executive Board

President (Rob):

- Rob discussed recent SARs and ERSSs and asked confirmation that they had been submitted. Rodrigo confirmed and said he called Michelle and there are 13,000 left for programs.

Advisor (Thomas):

- GatorNight wants to schedule a meeting to discuss a partnership with GFH/MC
- Camilo brought up problems in laundry rooms and asked that a representative from the company be brought to meet with GFH/MC. It was pointed out that first residents need to submit iService requests to bring this to attention of GFH management.

Mayors

Diamond (Camillo):

- School of Music allowed borrowing of instruments Camilo wants GFH/MC to be designated as responsible for the instruments in case of damages. Thomas said that rentals are not usual and that new documentation will need to be created. Rob expressed concern about liability falling to MC. Shabnam commented that weekly classes might not be sufficient since people will need to train regularly in order to learn an instrument. Thomas commented that renting from a store will have clearer insurance policies.

- Lawn is getting damaged by cars. Thomas emphasized that this is a PPD issue.

Maguire (Shabnam):

- Painting workshop: The group discussed how much can be paid to the teacher. The decided price was about 50 dollars. Rob commented that Tanglewood is also interested in having painting workshops. Thomas said that GFH might be able to help paying for supplies.

- Residents Meeting: There will be a large meeting at Maguire and Shabnam asked for more funds.
UVS (Pratik):

- Teej Festival: Nicole will provide a car to help bring food to the event. Budget is ready and decorations started today. The Nepalese student organization will come to help.

- Donation pick-up: Asked about organizing a day where residents can leave any items for donations by dumpsters to be picked up. It was suggested that Habitat for Humanity can be called to come pick items up. Thomas commented that this would have to be approved by PPD.

Tanglewood (Cristiana):

- Submitted ERS for gardening membership and basketball tournament.
- Inquired about possibility of having a ping-pong table at Tanglewood Commons. Thomas said that GFH might be able to help, but would only consider buying a high grade table.